WHEN ALL ELSE FAILS, READ THE DIRECTIONS: News drop-points for DALEY PLANET are located in Room 272, and in the Buckingham (Mimeo) Room in the East Tower. Distribution points are: (1) Near the escalators where the traffic flow divides between program and huckster areas; (2) Mimeo Room; (3) Freebie table near the Information Desk; (4) Table outside the operations complex; (5) Staff mailboxes; (6) Roving delivery service by the editor in a naked play for egoboo.

ROBERT ASPRIN WEDS LYNN ABBEY: Or, Lynn Abbey weds Robert Asprin. These exceedingly well-known pros married August 31, 1982, and are available for congratulations and expensive wedding gifts at Chicon IV.

WORLD SCIENCE FICTION SOCIETY BUSINESS MEETING: Donald E. Eastlake III (not IV, Rick) the Presiding Officer of the WorldCon Business Meeting, states that the deadline for new business is 10 PM Thursday (2 hours after the official opening of the convention). See Program Book pages 102 and 103 for the rules. The Friday and Saturday meetings are the preliminary business meetings. The Sunday and Monday business meetings are the main meetings and are the only ones at which amendments to the WSFS Constitution can be passed or ratified. The Saturday business meeting will also be the Site Selection meeting.

USHERS: Yes -- Chicon IV Staff need USHERS, and has open positions for all evening events. If you want to usher, and have something nice to wear, come to the Functions Office, Skyway 268 and sign up. They need you -- thanks!

TICKETS FOR STAFF: Chicon IV Staff may pick up tickets in the Gofer Hole from 10 AM to 4 PM on the day of the event. Staff members can obtain one ticket per badge.

PRIVATE MESSAGES FROM THE DAILY PLANET EDITOR: Dear Larry -- oh, so that's what the menu information is for. From now on I'll treat it with greater respect. Even print it.

Dear Frank Nitte -- how could I turn down an offer of help from a fan with a name like yours? Or are you too young to remember The Untouchables? See me in the Buckingham Room.

Dear Gil -- Yes, I really did lose 70 pounds.

PUSHING THE RIGHT BUTTON: Pepper, the bartender at Mrs. O'Leary's, claims to have several hundred thousand buttons -- and we can do our part by turning over more to him. Who knows, you could be contributing to an entry in the Guinness World Record Book.
PROGRAM ANNOUNCEMENTS, CHANGES, ADDITIONS AND DEFECTIONS:
(1) Added: "BLADERUNNER" discussion group. Sunday, Wright Room (3rd Level West Tower) 10 AM
(2) Time Change: North American Dr. Who Appreciation Society: Sunday Columbus E&F, 3-5 PM
(3) Name change: Lichtenberg/Lorrah/Bradley fans - Friday, McCormick, 3 PM
(4) Name change: Tarot Seminar - Saturday, Columbus E&F, 12:30 PM
(5) Location change: Catherine Crook DeCamp reads passages from DARK VALLEY DESTINY, THE LIFE OF ROBERT E. HOWARD - Saturday, Regency A, 2 PM
(6) Location change: L. Sprague DeCamp reads Eudorics Unicorn - Saturday, Regency A, 3 PM
(7) Place Change: SFWA MEETING - Monday, Gold Coast Room, 11 AM
(8) Added: Esperanto Society Meeting - Saturday, Burnham Room, 2 PM
(9) Time Change: Author's Forum - Now at 2 PM Thursday (heh)
(10) Participant Change: Sunday Mignight Special, Horror in 1981 - Add Craig Shaw Gardner
     Delete Charles L. Grant (the horror of that moment I shall never forget)
(11) Participant Change: Short Fiction in 1981, add Shawna McCarthy, delete D. Hartwell
(12) Participant Change: The SF Novel in 1981, add David Hartwell, delete S. McCarthy
(13) Added: Autograph Session - STEVE BARNES - Sunday, 2 PM

CUTS: Due to a budget cut at Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL), Warren James' topics have been cancelled.

FANZINE FANS: Want to meet Fan GOH Lee Hoffman? She'll often be in the fanzine lounge in Buckingham.

the first game: for GAMES FANS who want to find the Games Department, begin your expedition with high charisma points, and roll towards Wacker Drive, cross the Chicago River, and walk up North Michigan a block to the Radisson Hotel. See the Pocket Program for details under GAMES and SPECIAL INTEREST PROGRAMMING.

GOFERS: Now is the time for all good fen to come to the aid of their concom. Chicon IV needs plenty of hands to make light the work of running this large event. Phone gofers are needed to man the phones in HEADQUARTERS, for example. Seek out Skyway 265 -- up the Force, the Gophers are with us!

TRIVIA: Sign-up for the Trivia Bowl will be in the Toronto Room of the West Tower, Ballroom Level, near the convention registration area. Teams of up to four members may sign up from 11 AM to 5 PM on Thursday; Preliminaries will begin on Friday. Sign-up may close early if we get as many teams as we can handle. Pre-registered teams should also check-in the same area.

PARKING: The Hyatt Parking Garage has special reduced rates for Chicaon IV members. If you are registered with the hotel and charge the parking to your room, the correct rate will be applied automatically. Otherwise, show your Chicon badge to the cashier to avoid being charged the normal, sixty percent higher rates.
Note: Parking does NOT include in-and-out privileges. (That's what your rooms are for.)

MIMEO ROOM DOO-DAH: The mimeo room will be open to the public on Friday from 9 AM to 2 AM. It's in the Buckingham Room, Concourse Level. // INTERNAL FOLKS -- if you do not turn in your forms to the Mimeo Room, correctly, they will not be run off. This subtle threat has been brought to you courtesy of the management.

THURSDAY FILM CHANGES: Replaceing Roger Ramjct #1 - 8:56 P ANIMATO. 9:00 P WIZARD OF SPEED AND TIME by Mike Jittlov. Replacing Superman: The Spoo - 1:38 A Buleteers, 1:45 A Terror on the Midway, 2 early Superman cartoons - 1:52 A Porky's Midnight Matinee - 1:59 A - For Your Eyes Only Live Twice